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Overview

The Good to Great Schools Australia (GGSA) Writing Practice P-6 program sits within the Class Domain of
GGSA’s 6C Education Model.
The program addresses the sentence level writing requirements of Year P-6 students by providing students
with regular writing exercises. The sentence writing skills students master in this program will contribute to
demonstrating their fulfillment of the Australian Curriculum Achievement Standards.
This document explains GGSA’s approach to the Writing Practice curriculum and pedagogy. It sets out
instructional design concepts that will guide the development of the Writing Practice lesson and assessment
framework. It is used by the curriculum team to inform the development and delivery of the writing
curriculum.

The Need
The vision of this project is to design and deliver a writing program that improves the writing outcomes of
students in CYAAA schools and beyond. The program will be highly engaging, cultivate each students’ voice as
a writer and develop the teacher’s confidence in teaching writing.

Outcome
The aim of the Writing Practice program is to:
• Significantly improve students writing skills in NAPLAN results
• Increase confidence and enjoyment of writing for students in years P-6
• Increase educator confidence and skill in teaching writing.

Origins
The program has been adapted from exemplary practice in Far North Queensland schools including Goondi
State School.
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Lesson design
Mastery

Each Writing Practice lesson follows an Explicit Direction Instruction (EDI) structure. The teacher explicitly
models sentence construction and students apply their grammar and punctuation knowledge and skills.
Students progress towards mastery through the repetition of key skills across lessons and units.

Lesson progress
The lesson progression follows the Reading Mastery Signature Edition (RMSE) lesson sequence for K-5.
Essentials for Writing informs the sequence for year 6. Each lesson objective in each unit aligns with the
Australian Curriculum achievement standards and content descriptors. The lesson objectives unfold in a
developmentally appropriate sequence.

Evaluation
Measure
Student achievement will be measured through assessment.
Assessment
During week 5 (progressive assessment) and week 10 (final assessment) of units, students will complete a
short Writing Practice assessment. The assessment will require students to write, improve and edit sentences
using the knowledge and skills they have acquired over the course of the unit. The assessment will be framed
as an opportunity for them to showcase their skills. Unlike Mastery Test, Progress Tests will not be re-taught
and re-tested. Progress Tests are used to inform progress throughout each unit and contribute to the final
grade. The following table sets out the structure of the assessment.
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Lesson 5

Lesson 10

Progressive Assessment

Final Assessment

Write /5

Improve /25

Write /25

Improve /5

Edit /25

Write /25

This work will be marked and results for the three sections of write, improve and edit will be entered into
GGSA’s teaching and learning instrument. An overall mark will be given for the unit of work. The overall mark
will be weighted 30% to the progressive assessment and 70% to the final assessment. The base assessment
will not contribute to the overall mark. The overall percentage will contribute to the students’ grades for
writing. The following standards for reporting will be used:
Grade
A
B
C
D
E

Grade name
Excellent
Extending
Good
Advancing
Satisfactory
Demonstrating
Limited
Developing
Very low
Emerging

Percentage
85% to 100%

Standard
Student demonstrates mastery of skills or development significantly
above the standard.

70% to 84%

Student demonstrates mastery of skills or development above the
standard.

50% to 69%

Student demonstrates mastery of skills or development at the standard.

30% to 49%

Student demonstrates mastery of skills or development below the
standard.
Student demonstrates mastery of skills or development significantly
below the standard.

26% to 29%

Missed Assessment and/or Absences
If a student has been absent for some of the assessments, they will be marked depending on their level of
attendance. Full marks can only be given to students who have attended at least 70% of the unit. Students
who have attended less than 70% of the unit will have their marks adjusted by their level of attendance.
If a student has attended less than 70% of the unit and missed Progress Tests and/or Assessments, their grade
will be calculated on the Progress Tests and/or Assessments grade, multiplied by the fraction of their
attendance.
For example, if a student has a combined final grade of 75% (B) but only attended 60% of the time, their grade
will be adjusted: 75% x 0.6 = 45%. This student would have a final adjusted grade of 45% (D).
Base Assessment
In 2022, when a full suite of the lessons is completed and feedback has been gathered for review, writers will
create a base assessment for each year level. This assessment is to be administered at the beginning of the
year to ascertain the students’ current level of knowledge and understanding. It will include the content, e.g.
sentence structures and parts of speech, covered in the previous year.

Alignment with the Australian Curriculum
Writing Practice lessons align with the Australian Curriculum content descriptors and achievement standards.
This is articulated in each Unit Overview.
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NAPLAN

Current school results indicate that students are achieving below the national minimum standard in writing. It
is the goal of this program to have students writing skills significantly improved in NAPLAN results.
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Scope and Sequence

To develop the scope and sequence, the Direction Instruction (DI) RMSE program was used to map skills
across each term. From this mapping, relevant skills which require repetition are revised again in later units.
Lessons increase in complexity over time.
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Resources
Units

The Writing Practice program includes four units of work for each year level from P-6. Each unit has ten
lessons and is intended to be taught consecutively across the four school terms. The sequence and naming
conventions for the units are show in the table below.
Writing Practice P-6 Units
Year Level
P
1
2
3
4
5
6

Term 1
Unit P.1
Unit 1.1
Unit 2.1
Unit 3.1
Unit 4.1
Unit 5.1
Unit 6.1

Term 2
Unit P.2
Unit 1.2
Unit 2.2
Unit 3.2
Unit 4.2
Unit 5.2
Unit 6.2

Term 3
Unit P.3
Unit 1.3
Unit 3.3
Unit 3.3
Unit 4.3
Unit 5.3
Unit 6.3

Term 4
Unit P.4
Unit 1.4
Unit 4.4
Unit 3.4
Unit 4.4
Unit 5.4
Unit 6.4

RMSE and Writing Practice Lesson Objectives
Each unit overview will sequentially list the RMSE lessons from which the lesson objectives have been
developed.

Lessons
Instruction Model
The Writing Practice P-6 program uses an Explicit Direct Instruction (EDI) pedagogy and lesson delivery
approach. The following EDI lesson design model is used.
EDI Lesson Structure
Structure of Lesson
Opening the Lesson
I Do
We Do
You Do

Description
Lesson Objective
Success Criteria
Teaching of concept or skill through explaining, modelling or demonstrating.
Work together with students through guided practice, checking for
understanding using a range of techniques.
Independent practice by students.

Lesson Structure
Each Writing Practice lesson is divided into three exercises ‘Write’, ‘Improve’ and ‘Edit’. Each exercise is
designed to be 20 minutes in length. The purpose of the ‘Write’ exercise is to develop the grammar and
punctuation of sentences. The ‘Improve’ exercise is designed to enhance sentences by adding ideas and
grammatical features. The ‘Edit’ exercise revises sentences using a methodical editing strategy.
Lesson Presentation
Lessons will be delivered as a PowerPoint presentation for P-6. Additional resources needed are listed further
in this document under Classroom Organisation. Lessons are designed for a high level of student engagement.
In the ‘We Do’, the teacher and students brainstorm words to complete the sentence. To support teachers,
suggestions and examples are included for teacher reference in the notes section of the presentation.
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Lesson Delivery
Each week, one Writing Practice lesson will be delivered as three separate exercises on three individual days.
See table below for example.
Example Writing Practice Lesson Delivery
Week

Lesson

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3

Lesson 1
Lesson 2
Lesson 3

‘Write’ Exercise
‘Write’ Exercise
‘Write’ Exercise

‘Improve’ Exercise
‘Improve’ Exercise
‘Improve’ Exercise

‘Edit’ Exercise
‘Edit’ Exercise
‘Edit’ Exercise

Lesson Objectives
The lesson objectives, which have been written for the program, identify a context for the learning. This
provides sufficient detail for writers as they create lessons. In addition, the context provided links to texts
types as described by the Australian Curriculum for each year level. For example, imaginative, informative and
persuasive texts as listed in year 3 content descriptors.
Themes
Direction
Students need to see something of their world in the lessons. Our students are developing this curriculum for
are indigenous students in remote schools, which we are currently supporting up to 10 schools in 2021. Whilst
they are mainly indigenous students, there are also other students in these schools from a range of cultural
backgrounds.
All illustrations should reflect the concept of ‘the three stories of Australia’ (Indigenous, British or
Multicultural) as set out in the images section of the GGSA Style Guide. Writers use the characters, from the
Style Guide, pg. 27, for that particular one of the ‘three stories’ and then extrapolate on that character
through the stories and context of the sentences.
Response
The unit overviews state for each lesson which of ‘the three stories of Australia’ is reflected. Here is Unit 1.1
from the Unit Overviews Writing Practice P-6 Overviews. It includes highlights the stories and character
names.
Unit 1.1 Lesson Objectives
Week Lessons Three Stories
1

1-5

2

6-10

Write

Indigenous
(Ally)

To write simple sentences,
identifying ‘what’s
happening?’ and ‘who or
what is involved?’.
Multicultural (Billy, To write simple sentences,
Kai)
identifying ‘what’s
happening?’ and ‘who or
what is involved?’.

Improve

Edit

To improve simple
sentences, identifying
‘what’s happening?’ and
‘who or what is involved?’.
To improve simple
sentences, identifying
‘what’s happening?’ and
‘who or what is involved?’.

To edit simple sentences,
identifying ‘what’s
happening?’ and ‘who or
what is involved?’.
To edit simple sentences,
identifying ‘what’s
happening?’ and ‘who or
what is involved?’.

These stories are also reflected in the images used in the curriculum materials. An image will be included in
the title slides in the Lessons for Day 1: Write, Day 2: Improve and Day 3: Edit. An image for the Instruction
Guide cover will also reflect the ‘three Australian stories’.
To ensure a range of themes are covered the writers refer to the table below and work through the different
identities throughout the ten weeks of a term in each unit.
Three Australian identities and locations
Areas
Urban
Rural
Remote

Indigenous
IU
IR
IR
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Multicultural
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In addition, the areas below provide further direction to the writers to make sure that there is variety across
the sentence themes and stories throughout the year. Writers are encouraged to draw upon their knowledge
of themes in other curriculum areas studied by students.
Use of Personal Whiteboards
During the ‘We do’ section of the ‘Edit’ exercise, students will practice correcting errors in a sentence on their
personal white boards. This strategy was chosen to ensure that errors are not reinforced in students’ exercise
books. The following method will be used for personal whiteboards:
• Have students write the sentence on their personal whiteboards as it first appears on the
presentation without changing any errors.
• Whisper-read the sentence aloud with students as a strategy to listen for errors.
• Work with students to edit the sentence using the CUPS strategy.
• They erase and replace errors in the sentence on their whiteboards while working with the teacher.

Instruction Guide
A generic instruction guide has been developed for the Writing Practice P-6 program. Its purpose is to:
• Explain the Writing Practice P-6 program
• Outline the expectations of teachers and students during the unit
• Describe resources needed
• Define the teacher organisation
• Explain the teacher directions for each ‘Write’, ‘Improve’ and ‘Edit’ exercise
• List year level specifications
• Describe marking instructions for teachers
• Suggest student work displays.
Due to delivery time constraints, teacher guides for individual lessons will not be developed. Each year level
will only have one instruction guide with relevant instructions for teachers. This guide will be further
developed to include year level specific information. For example, in Prep specific instructions will be included
to outline the sentence making structure of lessons.

Glossary
A glossary will be developed for curriculum developers to use when writing lessons to ensure consistent
metalanguage usage throughout the program. The definitions will be based on the Goondi State School
grammar and punctuation scope and sequences, and the Australian Curriculum.

Prep Lessons
At the beginning of formal schooling, students start at differing levels based on their formal and informal prior
educational experiences. Prep students are considered beginning writers. To cater for all students, Writing
Practice lessons are carefully scaffolded for student success. In the first unit, students learn about the order of
sentences and sentence punctuation. The primary task is for them to correctly order the sentence and learn
letter directionality by tracing. In the second unit, students start to develop their writing skills by forming
whole words after reordering the given sentence. As they become more proficient writers, all prep students
are expected to be writing whole sentences. A student workbook will be provided for Prep students.
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Delivery Responsibilities
School Teaching Faculty

During the Deliver phase, implementation begins with an agreement with teachers and principals to be part of
the review process through School Partnerships. Throughout the implementation phase, feedback on the
program is gathered in several ways. This includes:
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• teachers completing Teacher Lesson Feedback Form via Survey Monkey
• scanning three work samples—lower, middle and upper ability from student books
• Base, Progressive and Final assessments are sent to Cairns office to be scanned.

GGSA roles and responsibilities
GGSA provides support through School Partnerships during the Delivery phase of the project.
GGSA will provide the following for schools on the portal:
• Lesson Presentations
• Instruction Guide
• Assessment and Teacher Script
• Glossary
• Student Workbook for Prep only
The Project Editor coordinates with the Schools Partnership data team to collate feedback and present to the
Client and team.
Next, the Review cycle occurs. During review, the Lead writer facilitates a review workshop to present the
lesson feedback and assessment results. Following this, the Lead writer completes the Unit review report to
outline the proposed recommendations for the program update. The curriculum development team
developing the Writing Practice P-6 program are required to follow the Curriculum Framework and the
Curriculum Operating Manual when developing this curriculum. The review for the Writing Practice P-6
project will take place at the end of 2022.
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Classroom Organisation
Organisation before lesson
Resources that are standard for all lessons include:
• Student resources: Pencils, erasers, pencil sharpeners, glue, wooden ruler, English book (lined to year
level), personal whiteboards, whiteboard markers.
• Teacher resources: Teacher Guide, presentations (PowerPoint), electronic whiteboard, software,
computer, whiteboard markers, whiteboard or blackboard.

Organise students into pairs before the ‘Write’ and ‘Improve’ exercises. A suggestion is to have students turn
to the person next to them. They will read their sentence aloud to their partner during the reflection stage of
each exercise.

Student Work Displays
Displaying exemplary student work fosters a positive, productive learning community. Each week, the teacher
should select approximately five examples of quality sentences from the class. These sentences can be
handwritten or typed and displayed in and around the classroom. By the end of the term, it should be a goal
that quality work from every student is visible.
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About Good to Great Schools
Good to Great Schools
Good to Great Schools Australia (GGSA) is a not-for-profit organisation that supports schools on their
improvement journey. We help schools transition from Poor to Fair, Fair to Good, Good to Great, and on to
Excellent.
Our aim is to support Australian education systems and communities to help their schools successfully deliver
21st century programs. These programs focus on three important aspects of high performing school systems:
Great Teachers, Effective Instruction, and Every Child.

The 6C curriculum

PL
E

GGSA’s 6C Education Model is a comprehensive program and integrated curriculum covering six domains—
Childhood, Class, Club, Culture, Civics, and Community. All domains are mapped to the Australian Curriculum.

SA

M

The 6C Education Model is to be delivered in any school for any cohort of students. In its entirety it responds
well to the needs of disadvantaged students and their range of learning needs, to make sure greater inclusion
into mainstream life opportunities.
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Instructional design

Introduction

Instruction model

The Writing Practice P-6 program provides
students with regular writing practice at sentence
level. The sentence writing skills students master
in this program contribute to demonstrating their
achievement of the Australian Curriculum
Achievement Standards.
The following information provides teachers with
a guide to the content, assessment and resources
required for the teaching of this program.

The Writing Practice P-6 program uses an Explicit
Direct Instruction (EDI) pedagogy and lesson
delivery approach. The following EDI lesson
design model is used.
EDI lesson structure
Structure of
lesson
Opening the
lesson
I Do

We Do

Lesson Objective
Success Criteria
Teaching of concept or skill through
explaining, modelling or
demonstrating.
Work together with students through
guided practice, checking for
understanding using a range of
techniques.
Independent practice by students.

PL

Alignment to the Australian
Curriculum

Description

E

The Good to Great Schools Australia (GGSA)
Writing Practice P-6 program sits within the Class
Domain of GGSA’s 6C Education Model.

M

The Oz-e-writing Writing Practice P-6 program
covers the Australian Curriculum standards for
each year level. The program’s lesson objectives
have been devised to follow the Reading Mastery
Signature Edition (RMSE) lesson sequence for P-5.
Essentials for Writing informs the sequence for
Year 6. Each lesson objective in each unit aligns
with the Australian Curriculum achievement
standards and content descriptors. The lesson
objectives unfold in a developmentally
appropriate sequence.

Lesson delivery

SA

The Writing Practice program includes four units
of work for each year level from P-6. Each unit
has ten lessons and is to be taught consecutively
across the four school terms. The sequence and
naming conventions for the units are shown in
the table below.
Writing Practice P-6 units

Year Level Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

P

Unit P.1

Unit P.2

Unit P.3

Unit P.4

1

Unit 1.1

Unit 1.2

Unit 1.3

Unit 1.4

2

Unit 2.1

Unit 2.2

Unit 2.3

Unit 2.4

3

Unit 3.1

Unit 3.2

Unit 3.3

Unit 3.4

4

Unit 4.1

Unit 4.2

Unit 4.3

Unit 4.4

5

Unit 5.1

Unit 5.2

Unit 5.3

Unit 5.4

6

Unit 6.1

Unit 6.2

Unit 6.3

Unit 6.4

Introduction

You Do

Lesson structure

Each Writing Practice lesson is divided into three
exercises ‘Write’, ‘Improve’ and ‘Edit’. Each
exercise is twenty minutes in length. The purpose
of the ‘Write’ exercise is to develop the grammar
and punctuation of sentences. The ‘Improve’
exercise enhances sentences by adding ideas and
grammatical features. The ‘Edit’ exercise revises
sentences using a methodical editing strategy.
Throughout the year, the sentence construction
gradually increases in complexity as students
develop confidence.
Lesson presentation
Lessons will be delivered as a PowerPoint
presentation for P-6. Extra resources needed are
listed in the Instruction Guide. Lessons are
designed for a high level of student engagement.
To support teachers, suggestions and examples
are included for teacher reference in the notes
section of the presentation.
Vocabulary development occurs in the ‘Write’
and ‘Improve' lessons. The brainstorming activity
during the ‘We Do’ section of the lesson is a brief
discussion. The teacher will take responses from
only three or four volunteers. If a student
suggests ‘scared’, the teacher will write ‘scared’
but also add synonyms to improve vocabulary—
‘terrified, frightening’. In this way, the teacher
elaborates on suggestions and directs the
responses.
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Lesson delivery

Student work displays

Each week, one Writing Practice lesson will be
delivered as three separate exercises on three
individual days.

Each week, the teacher will select approximately
five examples of quality sentences from the class.
These sentences can be handwritten or typed
and displayed in and around the classroom. By
the end of the term, it is a goal that quality work
from every student is visible.

The Teaching and Learning Instrument (data
collection tool) enables users to monitor and
report on individual students’ lesson progress
and mastery. It is a crucial tool for making
student data visible and supports the 6C
Education Model.
Each term, GGSA provides schools with an
updated spreadsheet populated with their
student and teacher lists that the school stores
on their server.

These are the teaching materials central to the
teaching of the program.

Instruction Guide
The Instruction Guide includes teacher
instructions for digital lesson presentations and
outlines any resources required for lessons .
Where necessary, teacher notes are included
within the digital presentation slides to provide
definitions and offer possible student responses.

PL

Schools can also receive ongoing support for this
from the GGSA support team.

Teaching resources

E

Student Workbooks and assessments

At the completion of each assessment, the
teacher enters the results into the Teaching and
Learning Instrument.

M

Some schools may also provide samples of
Student Workbooks (above standard, at standard
and below standard) and the assessment to the
GGSA. These are a great resource for GGSA to
improve their lessons. This varies depending on
school arrangements set out in an agreement
when the school undertakes the curriculum.

Effective feedback

SA

After the ‘Edit’ lesson each week, the teacher will
collect the students’ books and provide timely,
written feedback. Feedback is written using the
‘two stars and a wish’ strategy, with critical
content of lesson objectives framing teacher
focus. The ‘two stars’ highlight what students
have done successfully in their sentences. The
‘wish’ is one improvement the student can make
to their writing. The emphasis is always on
progress and never personal, and always on the
student’s writing. Feedback focuses on the
learning objectives for the week and how well
students have applied that knowledge to their
writing.

Whilst marking, the teacher will take notes on
common errors across students’ work and embed
explicit teaching into future lessons around these
errors. For example, the teacher may notice that
50 per cent of the class are not using plural nouns
and verbs correctly. Having identified this, the
teacher would make it an area of focus during
future lessons.
Introduction

Personal whiteboards

Each student will require a personal whiteboard
and whiteboard marker for the completion of the
‘Edit’ exercises.

Student Workbook

As beginning writers, Prep students are provided
with a Student Workbook to scaffold their
learning. Years 1 to 6 students will fill in the
Writing Practice program in a lined Writing book.

Progressive and Final Assessments
On Week 5 of each unit, students will complete a
short Writing Practice Progressive Assessment.
The assessment will require students to write,
improve and edit sentences using the knowledge
and skills they have practised. The Progressive
Assessment will be conducted after the
completion of all exercises in the lesson for Week
5.
A Final Assessment of each unit will be conducted
in Week 10, providing an opportunity for
students to demonstrate the understanding they
have acquired over the course of the unit. The
Final Assessment will be conducted after the
completion of all exercises in the lesson for Week
10.
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Assessment procedure

Curriculum success criteria

The Progressive and Final Assessments take
approximately twenty minutes to fill in. The
Assessment Teacher Guide provides detailed
instructions about how to conduct each
assessment.

The success of GGSA’s Writing Practice P-6
curriculum will be ascertained by students:

The teacher reads out the question from the
accompanying script and students fill in their
answers on the student handout. The tasks focus
on the skills practised during the ‘Write’,
‘Improve’ and ‘Edit’ exercises in each lesson.

• improved confidence and enthusiasm to
engage in all writing tasks.

Assessment
Lesson 5
Progressive Assessment
Write /5 Improve Write
/25
/25

PL

The following table sets out the structure of the
assessment.

This means ensuring that the writing curriculum
teaches students using the best pedagogy to
produce the best learning outcomes.

E

An answer key is provided at the end of each
assessment to assist in the correction of student
work and identify gaps in students’
understanding.

• achieving higher outcomes in writing by
successfully completing and participating in
the national standardised tests (NAPLAN)

Lesson 10
Final Assessment
Improve Edit /25 Write
/5
/25

SA

M

Assessments will be marked and results for the
three sections of Write, Improve and Edit will be
entered into the Teaching and Learning
instrument. An overall mark will be given for the
unit of work. The overall mark will be weighted
30 per cent to the Progressive Assessment and 70
per cent to the Final Assessment. The overall
percentage will contribute to the students’
grades for writing.
Missed assessment and/or absences

If a student has been absent for some of the
assessments, they will be marked depending on
their level of attendance. Full marks can only be
given to students who have attended at least 70
per cent of the unit. Students who have attended
less than 70 per cent of the unit will have their
marks adjusted by their level of attendance.

Teacher feedback

GGSA welcomes teachers’ feedback, which is
used to help continuously improve lessons. All
lesson materials are reviewed annually.
At the end of each term, GGSA sends a survey to
every teacher delivering the program and invites
feedback on the program delivered that term.

Introduction
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Lesson resource list
This table lists the resources required for each
lesson.

1

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

3

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

4

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

E

P.1
P.2
P.3
P.4

Schoolsupplied
resources
Lesson PowerPoint, Student Glue, scissors,
Workbook, Student Handout, student
Instruction Guide,
whiteboards/
Assessment Teacher Guide, whiteboard
Progressive and Final
markers
Assessment
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers

PL

P

GGSA-provided resources

M

Unit

SA

Year

5

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

6

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Introduction
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8

Each slide focuses on a part of speech, vocabulary
or sentence structure that is identified for the
students. Model thinking aloud to deconstruct
these elements of the sentence. The sentence
features highlighted at this time will be the focus
of ‘We Do’ and ‘You Do’.

Year 1 Instruction Guide
Day 1: Write
Introduction
The purpose of the ‘Write’ exercise is to develop
the grammar and punctuation of sentences.

Organisation before lesson
Resources that are standard for all lessons
include:
Student resources: Pencils, erasers, pencil
sharpeners, glue, wooden ruler, English book
(lined to year level), personal whiteboards,
whiteboard markers.

Opening the Lesson
Lesson Objective

We Do: Write our sentence

Have students rule up their books according to
the school bookwork policy. Ensure they write
the date and heading.
Allow five minutes for the ‘We Do’ section.

M

State the lesson’s objective. As a whole class,
read the objective. Briefly explain any key words.

Success Criteria

SA

Explain to students what they must do to achieve
success in today’s learning. Refer briefly to the
example provided to show students what they
will be able to do by the end of the lesson.

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

Read the description of the meaning of my
sentence. The aim is to provide a clear
understanding of the context, characters and
actions in the sentence before deconstructing the
structure, vocabulary and parts of speech.

I Do: Read my sentence
Read the sentence to the students.

I Do: Deconstruct my sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘I Do’ deconstruct
section.

Instruction Guide

Read the three example sentences aloud to
students. Model thinking out loud to make
explicit the grammatical patterns that will be the
focus of their writing in ‘We Do’ and ‘You Do’.
Presenting students with multiple examples
allows time for them to see and deduce the
patterns present in all sentences.

PL

Teacher resources: Instruction guide,
presentations (PowerPoint), electronic
whiteboard, software, computer, whiteboard
markers, whiteboard or blackboard.

I Do: Read my sentences

E

Writing Practice P–6

Work with students to brainstorm words to
complete the sentence. Working systematically
from the first idea, select three or four volunteers
to provide suggestions for each section and write
these on the board. Elaborate on students’ ideas
with synonyms and write them on the board.
Suggestions are included for teacher reference in
the notes section of the presentation. Write the
sentence on the board by selecting some of the
collaborative ideas. Have students copy the
sentence into their books.
Having appropriate vocabulary written on the
board scaffolds student success during
independent practice. This is especially effective
for students who require additional support in
writing.

You Do: Write your sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘You Do’ section.
Students independently construct a sentence
following the instructions provided. Students
who finish their work early should be encouraged
to reread and edit carefully.
Having appropriate vocabulary written on the
board scaffolds student success during
independent practice. This is especially effective
for students who require additional support in
writing.
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I Do: Deconstruct my sentence

Students are organised into pairs. During the
reflect stage, have each student read their
sentence aloud to their partner. This provides
further opportunity for them to identify errors in
their writing and make improvements.

Day 2: Improve
Introduction
The purpose of the ‘Improve’ exercise is to
enhance sentences by adding ideas, extended
vocabulary and grammatical features.

Organisation before lesson
Resources that are standard for all lessons
include:

Teacher resources: Instruction guide,
presentations (PowerPoint), electronic
whiteboard, software, computer, whiteboard
markers, whiteboard or blackboard.

M

Opening the Lesson

Model thinking aloud to deconstruct the
sentence and how it has been improved. This
could include the addition or substitution of
words or phrases. Where relevant, explain how
word choice affects the meaning, impact and
tone of the sentence. The sentence features
highlighted at this time will be the focus of ‘We
Do’ and ‘You Do’.

I Do: Read my sentences
Read the three example sentences aloud to
students. Presenting students with multiple
examples allows time for them to see and deduce
the patterns present in all sentences.

PL

Student resources: Pencils, erasers, pencil
sharpeners, glue, wooden ruler, English book
(lined to year level), personal whiteboards,
whiteboard markers.

Allow five minutes for the ‘I Do’ section.

E

Reflect

Lesson Objective

SA

State the lesson’s objective. As a whole class,
read the objective. Briefly explain any key words.

Success Criteria

Explain to students what they must do to achieve
success in today’s learning. Refer briefly to the
example provided to show students what they
will be able to do by the end of the lesson.

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

Read the description of the meaning of my
sentence slide. The aim is to provide a clear
understanding of the context, characters and
actions in the sentence before deconstructing the
structure, vocabulary and parts of speech.

I Do: Read my sentence

We Do: Write our sentence

Have students rule up their books according to
the school bookwork policy. Ensure they write
the date and heading.
Allow approximately five minutes for the ‘We Do’
section.
Work with students to brainstorm words to
complete the sentence. Working systematically
from the first idea, select three or four volunteers
to provide suggestions for each section and write
these on the board. Elaborate on students’ ideas
with synonyms and write them on the board.
Suggestions are included for teacher reference in
the notes section of the presentation. Write the
sentence on the board by selecting some of the
collaborative ideas. Have students copy the
sentence into their books.
Having appropriate vocabulary written on the
board scaffolds student success during
independent practice. This is especially effective
for students who require additional support in
writing.

You Do: Write your sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘You Do’ section.
Students independently construct a sentence
following the instructions provided. Students
who finish their work early should be encouraged
to reread and edit carefully.

Read the sentence to the students.
Copyright © Good to Great Schools Australia
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Having appropriate vocabulary written on the
board scaffolds student success during
independent practice. This is especially effective
for students who require additional support in
writing.

example provided to show students what they
will be able to do by the end of the lesson.

I Do: Edit my sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘I Do’ section.

Reflect
Students are organised into pairs. During the
reflect stage, each student will read their
sentence aloud to their partner. This provides
further opportunity for them to identify errors in
their writing and make improvements.

Day 3: Edit

E

Allow approximately five minutes for the ‘We Do’
section.

PL

Editing is an essential yet often overlooked skill
when writing. This program seeks to make editing
explicit and methodical using the acronym CUPS.
Capitals: sentences, names, places, months,
titles.
Usage: match nouns and verbs correctly.

Spelling: check all words. Use spelling rules.

M

The purpose of the ‘Edit’ exercise is to revise
sentences using the CUPS strategy.

Organisation before lesson

Resources that are standard for all lessons
include:

SA

Student resources: Pencils, erasers, pencil
sharpeners, glue, wooden ruler, English book
(lined to year level), personal whiteboards,
whiteboard markers.

Teacher resources: Instruction guide,
presentations (PowerPoint), electronic
whiteboard, software, computer, whiteboard
markers, whiteboard or blackboard.

Opening the Lesson
Lesson Objective

State the lesson’s objective. As a whole class,
read the objective. Briefly explain any key words.

Success Criteria

Have students write the sentence on their
personal whiteboards as it first appears on the
presentation without changing any errors.
Whisper-read the sentence aloud with students
as a strategy to listen for errors. Work with
students to edit the sentence using the CUPS
strategy. They erase and replace errors in the
sentence on their whiteboards while working
with the teacher. Select non-volunteers to
answer questions. Do any words need capital
letters? Are any words used incorrectly? Are all
the punctuation marks included and correct? Are
any words spelled incorrectly?

You Do: Edit your sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘You Do’ section.
Dictate the sentence provided in the
presentation notes. This sentence should be
dictated three times. First listen to my sentence.
Next, write the sentence in your books. Lastly,
read over your sentence and check each word
carefully. The teacher then prompts the students
to use CUPS to edit the sentence.

Effective Feedback
Display the correctly written sentence for the
students. Encourage students to check their work
and fix any errors.

Reflect

Explain to students what they must do to achieve
success in today’s learning. Refer briefly to the
Instruction Guide

We Do: Edit our sentence
Have students rule up their books according to
the school bookwork policy. Ensure they write
the date and heading.

Introduction

Punctuation: . ? ! , ‘m’ …

Demonstrate to students how to whisper-read
the sentence aloud as a strategy to listen for
errors. Model thinking aloud to methodically edit
the sentence using the CUPS strategy.

Students are organised into pairs. During the
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SA

M

PL

E

reflect stage, each student will read the sentence
aloud to their partner. This provides further
opportunity for them to identify errors in their
writing and make improvements.

Copyright © Good to Great Schools Australia
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Unit 1.1 Progressive Assessment
[Lessons 1-5]

The boy sits in the swing.

To write, improve and edit simple sentences,
identifying ‘what’s happening?’ and ‘who or what is
involved?’.
To write, improve and edit sentences using words
ending in ‘ing’.
To write, improve and edit sentences using nouns
ending in ‘er’.
To write, improve and edit descriptive sentences using
adjectives.

The farmer sits in the barn.

Give students time to process and write down
their answers in between each item.

Listen to this sentence.

PL

Read your sentence, does it make sense?

Task 2

M

Write what is happening on the line.
Task 3

Listen to this sentence.

Do not forget a capital letter, to spell correctly
and a full stop.

What is happening in this sentence?

The girl plays outside.

Write a simple sentence by adding Who is
involved?

Make sure you check your work as you copy
down the sentence.

Write who is involved on the line.

Listen to this sentence.

Task 1

Who is splashing in the rain? Write your new
sentence in the lines. Add who is splashing in the
rain.

Who is involved in this sentence?

Task 2

Part B - Improve

Something splashes in the rain.

Task 1.

The frog jumps.

Choose the sentence that uses an adjective to
describe by colouring in the circle next to the
sentence.

E

Part A - Write

The little duck sits in the pond.

Write a simple sentence by adding What is
happening?
Listen to this sentence.

Listen to this sentence.

What is Ally doing?

Billy is help his friend.

Write your new sentence in the lines. Add what
Ally is doing.

SA

Add the missing letters to make this sentence
correct.

Write the missing letters next to the word help.
Task 4

Which of these words is the name of a person (a
noun)?
Listen carefully as I read the words.
Paints, dances, reads, writer.

Ally something.

Make sure you check your work as you copy
down the sentence.
Do not forget a capital letter, to spell correctly
and a full stop.
Read your sentence, does it make sense?

Choose the name of a person by colouring in the
circle next to the word.

Task 3

Task 5

Write a simple sentence by adding a verb ending
in ‘ing’.

Which of these sentences uses an adjective to
describe?
Listen carefully as I read the sentences.
Remember an adjective is a describing word.
The cat sits on the mat.
Progressive Assessment Guide

Listen to this sentence.
The pig is something in the mud.
Remember a verb is a doing word. What could
the pig be doing?
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Write your new sentence in the lines. Add a word
ending in ‘ing’ to show what the pig is doing.
Make sure you check your work as you copy
down the sentence.
Do not forget a capital letter, to spell correctly
and a full stop.

Listen to this sentence.
Maya kick (Signal.) Maya kick.
First, check for capital letters.
Next, does the sentence make sense?
Next, does the sentence have a full stop?
Last, are all the words spelt correctly?

Task 4

Task 2

Add the person (noun) to this sentence.

Edit this sentence using CUPS.

Listen to this sentence.

Listen to this sentence.

The someone ‘er’ sings at the show.

Jared eat in the kitchen (Signal.) Jared eat in the
kitchen

Remember a person or noun in this sentence
ends with ‘er’. Who is singing at the show?

E

Read your sentence, does it make sense?

First, check for capital letters.

Next, does the sentence make sense?

Make sure you check your work as you copy
down the sentence.

Last, are all the words spelt correctly?

Do not forget a capital letter, to spell correctly
and a full stop.

Task 3

Read your sentence, does it make sense?

Edit this sentence using CUPS.

PL

Write your new sentence in the lines. Add the
person who is singing.

Next, does the sentence have a full stop?

Task 5

M

Listen to this sentence.

Add an adjective (describing word) to this
sentence.

The cat is rest in the chair (Signal.) The cat is rest
in the chair
First, check for capital letters.

Listen to this sentence.

Next, does the sentence make sense?

The something parrot is flying in the sky.

Next, does the sentence have a full stop?
Last, are all the words spelt correctly?

Write your new sentence in the lines. Add an
adjective to describe the parrot.

Task 4

SA
How can we describe the parrot?

Make sure you check your work as you copy
down the sentence.
Do not forget a capital letter, to spell correctly
and a full stop.
Read your sentence, does it make sense?

Edit this sentence using CUPS.
Listen to this sentence.
The bake bakes the cake (Signal.) The bake bakes
the cake
First, check for capital letters.
Next, does the sentence make sense?

Part C - Edit
In this part, we need to edit the sentences. Say
the sentence after me so we can check if it makes
sense.

Next, does the sentence have a full stop?
Last, are all the words spelt correctly?

Task 1

Task 5

Edit this sentence using CUPS.

Edit this sentence using CUPS.
Copyright © Good to Great Schools Australia
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Listen to this sentence.
The tall horse is climb up the giant hill (Signal.)
The tall horse is climb up the giant hill
First, check for capital letters.
Next, does the sentence make sense?
Next, does the sentence have a full stop?

SA

M

PL

E

Last, are all the words spelt correctly

Progressive Assessment Guide
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Answer Key
Tasks
Part A – Write

Part B – Improve

SA

M

PL
E

Part C - Edit

Answers
Task 1: The frog/frog
Task 2: Plays/plays outside
Task 3: ing
Task 4: Word 4 - Writer
Task 5: Sentence 3 – The little duck sits in the pond.
Task 1: Answers will vary: (The duck; Ally) splashes in the rain.
Task 2: Answers will vary: Ally (plays; dances; skips; reads at night).
Task 3: Answers will vary: The pig is (splashing; playing; rolling; jumping) in the mud.
Task 4: The singer sings at the show.
Task 5: Answers will vary: The (big; little; loud; pink) parrot is flying in the sky.
Task 1: Maya kicks.
Task 2: Jared eats in the kitchen.
Task 3: The cat is resting in the chair.
Task 4: The baker bakes the cake.
Task 5: The tall horse is climbing up the giant hill.
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Unit 1.1 Progressive Assessment

Progressive Assessment – Lessons 1–5
Student Name

Date

Class

Part A – Write
Task 1

/1

The frog jumps.

_________________
Task 2

PL
E

Who is involved in this sentence?

/1

What is happening in this sentence?
The girl plays outside.

Task 3

M

___________________________________________________________________________

/1

Add the missing letters to make this sentence correct.

SA

Billy is help____ his friend.
Task 4

/1

Which of these words is the name of a person (a noun)?

⃝ Paints

⃝ Dances
⃝ Reads

⃝ Writer

Progressive Assessment
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Task 5

/1

Which of these sentences uses an adjective to describe?
⃝ The cat sits on the mat.
⃝ The boy sits in the swing.
⃝ The little duck sits in the pond.
⃝ The farmer sits in the barn.

Part B – Improve
/5

PL
E

Task 1

Write a simple sentence by adding ‘Who is involved’.
____________ splashes in the rain.

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Task 2

/5

M

Write a simple sentence by adding ‘What is happening’.
Kylie ___________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

SA

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Task 3

/5

Write a simple sentence by adding a verb ending in ‘ing’.
The pig is _____________ing in the mud.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Progressive Assessment
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Unit 1.1 Progressive Assessment

Task 4

/5

Add the person (noun) to this sentence.
The __________er sings at the show.

__________________________________________________________________________________

Task 5

PL
E

__________________________________________________________________________________

/5

Add an adjective (describing word) to this sentence.
The _______________ parrot is flying in the sky.

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Task 1

M

Part C – Edit

/5

Edit this sentence using CUPS.
maya kick

SA

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Task 2

/5

Edit this sentence using CUPS.
jared eat in the kitchen

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Progressive Assessment
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Task 3

/5

Edit this sentence using CUPS.
the cat is rest in the chair

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Task 4

/5

the bake bakes the cake

PL
E

Edit this sentence using CUPS.

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Task 5

/5

Edit this sentence using CUPS.

M

the tall horse is climb up the giant hill

__________________________________________________________________________________________

SA

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Progressive Assessment
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E
PL

M

Oz-e-writing

SA

Writing Practice P–6
Unit 1.1: Lesson 1

E
PL
M
SA

Day 1: Write

Unit 1.1: Lesson 1

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To write simple sentences, identifying 'what’s
happening' and 'who or what is involved'.

Lesson 1

34

3

Success Criteria

SA

Ally plays.

M

PL

E

You will be successful when you can write simple
sentences identifying 'what’s happening' and 'who or
what is involved'.

Lesson 1

35

4

SA

Ally plays.

M

PL

There is a girl called Ally. Ally is playing.

E

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

Lesson 1

36

5

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

Ally plays.

Lesson 1

37

6

I Do: Identify who

PL

SA

Ally plays.

M

Who?

E

This is a simple sentence.
Ally is who is involved.

Lesson 1

38

7

SA

Ally plays.

M

What’s happening?

PL

This is a simple sentence.
Ally plays. Plays is what is happening.

E

I Do: Identify what’s happening

Lesson 1

39

8

E

I Do: Read my sentences

James jumps.

Billy sings.

What’s happening?

SA

Who?

M

What’s happening?

PL

Who?

Maya hops.
Lesson 1

40

9

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 1

41

10

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

Who is involved?
What is happening?

SA

M

________ __________ .

Lesson 1

42

11

PL

Who or what is involved?
What is happening in your sentence?

E

You Do: Write your sentence

SA

M

________ __________ .

Lesson 1

43

12

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 1

44

13

E
PL
M
SA

Day 2: Improve
Unit 1.1: Lesson 1

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To improve simple sentences by changing what’s
happening and who or what is involved.

Lesson 1

46

15

Success Criteria

SA

Ally dances.

M

Ally plays.

PL

E

You will be successful when you can improve simple
sentences by changing what’s happening? and who or
what is involved.

Lesson 1

47

16

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

SA

Ally dances.

M

PL

E

There is a girl called Ally. Ally is dancing.

Lesson 1

48

17

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

Ally dances.

Lesson 1

49

18

Who?

SA

M

Ally dances.

PL

Ally is who is involved in this sentence.

E

I Do: Identify who

Lesson 1

50

19

I Do: Identify what’s happening

What’s happening?

SA

M

Ally dances.

PL

E

Ally is dancing. Dancing is what is happening.
I wonder what else Ally could be doing?

Lesson 1

51

20

E

I Do: Read my sentences

Maya yawns.

James rides.

What’s
happening?

SA

Who?

M

What’s happening?

PL

Who?

Bella shares.
Lesson 1

52

21

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 1

53

22

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

Who is involved? Who is your character?

SA

M

_________ _________.

Lesson 1

54

23

PL

What’s happening?
What else could the character be doing?
Let’s brainstorm lots of ideas.

E

We Do: Write our sentence

SA

M

_________ _________.

Lesson 1

55

24

You Do: Write your sentence

PL

E

Who is involved?
What’s happening? What could the character be doing?

SA

M

_________ _________.

Lesson 1

56

25

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 1

57

26

E
PL
M
SA

Day 3: Edit

Unit 1.1: Lesson 1

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To edit simple sentences, identifying 'what’s
happening' and 'who or what is involved'.

Lesson 1

59

28

Success Criteria

SA

Kai claps.

M

kai clups

PL

E

You will be successful when you can edit simple
sentences, identifying 'what’s happening' and 'who or
what is involved'.

Lesson 1

60

29

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

kai clups

Lesson 1

61

30

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

SA

M

Kai clups

E

kai clups

Lesson 1

62

31

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

SA

M

Kai clups

E

Kai clups

Lesson 1

63

32

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

SA

M

Kai clups.

E

Kai clups

Lesson 1

64

33

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

SA

M

Kai claps.

E

Kai clups.

Lesson 1

65

34

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 1

66

35

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

SA

M

Ally jamps

E

ally jamps

Lesson 1

67

36

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

SA

M

Ally jamps

E

Ally jamps

Lesson 1

68

37

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

SA

M

Ally jamps.

E

Ally jamps

Lesson 1

69

38

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

SA

M

Ally jumps.

E

Ally jamps.

Lesson 1

70

39

SA

M

PL

Listen to this sentence.
Write it in your workbook.
Use CUPS to edit your sentence.

E

You Do: Edit your sentence

Lesson 1

71

40

E

Effective feedback

SA

M

__________ plays.

PL

Who? Your name

Lesson 1

72

41

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with the class

Lesson 1

73

42

E
PL

M

Oz-e-writing

SA

Writing Practice P-6
Unit 1.1: Lesson 5

E
PL
M
SA

Day 1: Write

Unit 1.1: Lesson 5

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To write descriptive sentences using adjectives.

Lesson 5

76

3

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you can write descriptive
sentences using adjectives.

SA

M

The small bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

77

4

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

M

PL

E

There is a bird. The bird is small. The bird is sitting in the nest.

SA

The small bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

78

5

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

The small bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

79

6

I Do: Identify the noun

Noun

PL

E

This simple sentence tells us who or what is involved. The bird is what is
involved.
Bird is the name of the animal. Naming words are nouns. The word bird is a
noun.

SA

M

The small bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

80

7

I Do: Identify the adjective

Adjective

PL

E

The word small describes the bird. It tells us that the bird is small.
Describing words are called adjectives.

SA

M

The small bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

81

8

I Do: Identify the verb

M

Verb

PL

E

This simple sentence tells us what’s happening. The bird sits.
Sits is a verb. The verb is a doing word that tells us the action.

SA

The small bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

82

9

I Do: Identify where it is happening

PL

E

This sentence also tells us where it is happening. In the nest is where the
bird is sitting.

Where?

SA

M

The small bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

83

10

E

I Do: Read my sentences

PL

Adjective

The little monkey sits in the tree.

M

Adjective

SA

The big tiger sits in the cave.
Adjective

The wide plane sits in the airport.
Lesson 5

84

11

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 5

85

12

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

How else could we describe the bird? Add an adjective (describing word)
for the bird.

M

The small bird sits in the nest.

SA

The ______ bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5
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You Do: Write your sentence

PL

E

How else could we describe the bird? Add an adjective (describing word)
for the bird.

SA

M

The ______ bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

87

14

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 5

88

15

E
PL
M
SA

Day 2: Improve
Unit 1.1: Lesson 5

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To improve descriptive sentences using adjectives.

Lesson 5

90

17

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you can improve descriptive
sentences using adjectives.

SA

M

The tiny bird sits in the soft nest.

Lesson 5

91

18

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

M

PL

E

There is a bird. The bird is tiny. This means the bird is very small. The bird
is sitting in the nest. The nest is soft.

SA

The tiny bird sits in the soft nest.

Lesson 5

92

19

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

The tiny bird sits in the soft nest.

Lesson 5

93

20

I Do: Identify the nouns

Noun

M

Noun

PL

E

This simple sentence tells us ‘Who or what is involved’. The bird is what is
involved.
Bird is the name of the animal. Naming words are nouns. The word bird is a
noun.
Nest is also a noun. It is the name of a place or thing.

SA

The tiny bird sits in the nest.

Lesson 5

94
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I Do: Identify the adjectives

Adjective

M

Adjective

PL

E

The word tiny describes the bird. It tells us that the bird is very small.
The word soft describes the nest. It tells us that the nest is soft.
Describing words are called adjectives.

SA

The tiny bird sits in the soft nest.

Lesson 5

95
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I Do: Identify the verb

Verb

PL

E

This simple sentence tells us what’s happening. The bird sits.
Sits is a verb. The verb is a doing word that tells us the action.

SA

M

The tiny bird sits in the soft nest.

Lesson 5

96
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I Do: Identify where it is happening

PL

E

This sentence also tells us where it is happening. In the soft nest is where
the bird is sitting.

M

Where?

SA

The tiny bird sits in the soft nest.

Lesson 5

97

24

E

I Do: Read my sentences
Adjective

PL

Adjective

The little monkey sits in the tall tree.
Adjective

M

Adjective

The giant tiger sits in the dark cave.

SA

Adjective

Adjective

The wide plane sits in the busy airport.
Lesson 5

98

25

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 5

99

26

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

What words could we use to describe the monkey? Add an adjective to
describe the monkey.

M

The tiny bird sits in the soft nest.

SA

The _______ monkey sits

Lesson 5

100

27

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

What words could we use to describe the tree? Add an adjective to
describe the tree.

M

The tiny bird sits in the soft nest.

SA

The _______ monkey sits in the ________ tree.

Lesson 5

101

28

You Do: Write your sentence

PL

E

What words could we use to describe the monkey? Add an adjective to
describe the monkey.
What words could we use to describe the tree? Add an adjective to
describe the tree.

SA

M

The _______ monkey sits in the _______ tree.

Lesson 5

102
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SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 5

103

30

E
PL
M
SA

Day 3: Edit

Unit 1.1: Lesson 5

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To edit descriptive sentences using adjectives.

Lesson 5

105

32

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you can write descriptive
sentences using adjectives.

M

the giant horse sit in the hug paddock

SA

The giant horse sits in the huge paddock.

Lesson 5

106

33

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

the giant horse sit in the hug paddock

Lesson 5

107

34

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

the giant horse sit in the hug paddock

SA

M

The giant horse sit in the hug paddock

Lesson 5

108

35

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

The giant horse sit in the hug paddock

SA

M

The giant horse sits in the hug paddock

Lesson 5

109

36

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

The giant horse sits in the hug paddock

SA

M

The giant horse sits in the hug paddock.

Lesson 5

110

37

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

The giant horse sits in the hug paddock.

SA

M

The giant horse sits in the huge paddock.

Lesson 5

111

38

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 5

112

39

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

the loong train sit at the station

SA

M

The loong train sit at the station

Lesson 5

113

40

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

The loong train sit at the station

SA

M

The loong train sits at the station

Lesson 5

114

41

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

The loong train sits at the station

SA

M

The loong train sits at the station.

Lesson 5

115

42

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

The loong train sits at the station.

SA

M

The long train sits at the station.

Lesson 5

116

43

SA

M

PL

Listen to this sentence.
Write it in your workbook.
Use CUPS to edit your sentence.

E

You Do: Edit your sentence

Lesson 5

117

44

PL

E

Effective Feedback

SA

M

The small bee sits in the warm hive.

Lesson 5

118

45

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 5

119

46

Lesson Sample
Oz-e-writing

Writing Practice P-6
Unit 4, Lessons 1-5
Australian Curriculum | First Edition

Instruction Guide

Oz-e-writing

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

E

Australian Curriculum | First Edition
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About Good to Great Schools
Good to Great Schools
Good to Great Schools Australia (GGSA) is a not-for-profit organisation that supports schools on their
improvement journey. We help schools transition from Poor to Fair, Fair to Good, Good to Great, and on to
Excellent.
Our aim is to support Australian education systems and communities to help their schools successfully deliver
21st century programs. These programs focus on three important aspects of high performing school systems:
Great Teachers, Effective Instruction, and Every Child.

The 6C curriculum

PL
E

GGSA’s 6C Education Model is a comprehensive program and integrated curriculum covering six domains—
Childhood, Class, Club, Culture, Civics, and Community. All domains are mapped to the Australian Curriculum.

SA

M

The 6C Education Model is to be delivered in any school for any cohort of students. In its entirety it responds
well to the needs of disadvantaged students and their range of learning needs, to make sure greater inclusion
into mainstream life opportunities.

Introduction
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Instructional design

Introduction
The Good to Great Schools Australia (GGSA)
Writing Practice P-6 program sits within the Class
Domain of GGSA’s 6C Education Model.
The Writing Practice P-6 program provides
students with regular writing practice at sentence
level. The sentence writing skills students master
in this program contribute to demonstrating their
achievement of the Australian Curriculum
Achievement Standards.

The Writing Practice P-6 program uses an Explicit
Direct Instruction (EDI) pedagogy and lesson
delivery approach. The following EDI lesson design
model is used.
EDI lesson structure
Structure of
lesson
Opening the
lesson
I Do

Description
Lesson Objective
Success Criteria
Teaching of concept or skill through
explaining, modelling or
demonstrating.
Work together with students through
guided practice, checking for
understanding using a range of
techniques.
Independent practice by students.

PL
E

The following information provides teachers with a
guide to the content, assessment and resources
required for the teaching of this program.

Instruction model

We Do

Alignment to the Australian
Curriculum

M

The Oz-e-writing Writing Practice P-6 program
covers the Australian Curriculum standards for
each year level. The program’s lesson objectives
have been devised to follow the Reading Mastery
Signature Edition (RMSE) lesson sequence for P-5.
Essentials for Writing informs the sequence for
Year 6. Each lesson objective in each unit aligns
with the Australian Curriculum achievement
standards and content descriptors. The lesson
objectives unfold in a developmentally appropriate
sequence.

Lesson delivery

SA

The Writing Practice program includes four units of
work for each year level from P-6. Each unit has
ten lessons and is to be taught consecutively
across the four school terms. The sequence and
naming conventions for the units are shown in the
table below.
Writing Practice P-6 units

Year Level Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

P

Unit P.1

Unit P.2

Unit P.3

Unit P.4

1

Unit 1.1

Unit 1.2

Unit 1.3

Unit 1.4

2

Unit 2.1

Unit 2.2

Unit 2.3

Unit 2.4

3

Unit 3.1

Unit 3.2

Unit 3.3

Unit 3.4

4

Unit 4.1

Unit 4.2

Unit 4.3

Unit 4.4

5

Unit 5.1

Unit 5.2

Unit 5.3

Unit 5.4

6

Unit 6.1

Unit 6.2

Unit 6.3

Unit 6.4

Introduction

You Do

Lesson structure

Each Writing Practice lesson is divided into three
exercises ‘Write’, ‘Improve’ and ‘Edit’. Each
exercise is twenty minutes in length. The purpose
of the ‘Write’ exercise is to develop the grammar
and punctuation of sentences. The ‘Improve’
exercise enhances sentences by adding ideas and
grammatical features. The ‘Edit’ exercise revises
sentences using a methodical editing strategy.
Throughout the year, the sentence construction
gradually increases in complexity as students
develop confidence.
Lesson presentation
Lessons will be delivered as a PowerPoint
presentation for P-6. Extra resources needed are
listed in the Instruction Guide. Lessons are
designed for a high level of student engagement.
To support teachers, suggestions and examples are
included for teacher reference in the notes section
of the presentation.
Vocabulary development occurs in the ‘Write’ and
‘Improve' lessons. The brainstorming activity
during the ‘We Do’ section of the lesson is a brief
discussion. The teacher will take responses from
only three or four volunteers. If a student suggests
‘scared’, the teacher will write ‘scared’ but also
add synonyms to improve vocabulary—‘terrified,
frightening’. In this way, the teacher elaborates on
suggestions and directs the responses.
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Lesson delivery

Student work displays

Each week, one Writing Practice lesson will be
delivered as three separate exercises on three
individual days.

Each week, the teacher will select approximately
five examples of quality sentences from the class.
These sentences can be handwritten or typed and
displayed in and around the classroom. By the end
of the term, it is a goal that quality work from
every student is visible.

Student Workbooks and assessments
The Teaching and Learning Instrument (data
collection tool) enables users to monitor and
report on individual students’ lesson progress and
mastery. It is a crucial tool for making student data
visible and supports the 6C Education Model.

Schools can also receive ongoing support for this
from the GGSA support team.

At the completion of each assessment, the teacher
enters the results into the Teaching and Learning
Instrument.

Some schools may also provide samples of Student
Workbooks (above standard, at standard and
below standard) and the assessment to the GGSA.
These are a great resource for GGSA to improve
their lessons. This varies depending on school
arrangements set out in an agreement when the
school undertakes the curriculum.

M

Effective feedback

These are the teaching materials central to the
teaching of the program.

Instruction Guide

PL
E

Each term, GGSA provides schools with an updated
spreadsheet populated with their student and
teacher lists that the school stores on their server.

Teaching resources

SA

After the ‘Edit’ lesson each week, the teacher will
collect the students’ books and provide timely,
written feedback. Feedback is written using the
‘two stars and a wish’ strategy, with critical
content of lesson objectives framing teacher focus.
The ‘two stars’ highlight what students have done
successfully in their sentences. The ‘wish’ is one
improvement the student can make to their
writing. The emphasis is always on progress and
never personal, and always on the student’s
writing. Feedback focuses on the learning
objectives for the week and how well students
have applied that knowledge to their writing.
Whilst marking, the teacher will take notes on
common errors across students’ work and embed
explicit teaching into future lessons around these
errors. For example, the teacher may notice that
50 per cent of the class are not using plural nouns
and verbs correctly. Having identified this, the
teacher would make it an area of focus during
future lessons.

The Instruction Guide includes teacher instructions
for digital lesson presentations and outlines any
resources required for lessons .
Where necessary, teacher notes are included
within the digital presentation slides to provide
definitions and offer possible student responses.

Personal whiteboards

Each student will require a personal whiteboard
and whiteboard marker for the completion of the
‘Edit’ exercises.

Student Workbook

As beginning writers, Prep students are provided
with a Student Workbook to scaffold their
learning. Years 1 to 6 students will fill in the
Writing Practice program in a lined Writing book.

Progressive and Final Assessments
On Week 5 of each unit, students will complete a
short Writing Practice Progressive Assessment. The
assessment will require students to write, improve
and edit sentences using the knowledge and skills
they have practised. The Progressive Assessment
will be conducted after the completion of all
exercises in the lesson for Week 5.
A Final Assessment of each unit will be conducted
in Week 10, providing an opportunity for students
to demonstrate the understanding they have
acquired over the course of the unit. The Final
Assessment will be conducted after the
completion of all exercises in the lesson for Week
10.

Assessment procedure
The Progressive and Final Assessments take
approximately twenty minutes to fill in. The

Introduction
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Assessment Teacher Guide provides detailed
instructions about how to conduct each
assessment.

• achieving higher outcomes in writing by
successfully completing and participating in the
national standardised tests (NAPLAN)

The teacher reads out the question from the
accompanying script and students fill in their
answers on the student handout. The tasks focus
on the skills practised during the ‘Write’, ‘Improve’
and ‘Edit’ exercises in each lesson.

• improved confidence and enthusiasm to
engage in all writing tasks.
This means ensuring that the writing curriculum
teaches students using the best pedagogy to
produce the best learning outcomes.

An answer key is provided at the end of each
assessment to assist in the correction of student
work and identify gaps in students’ understanding.

Assessment
Lesson 5
Progressive Assessment
Write /5 Improve Write
/25
/25

PL
E

The following table sets out the structure of the
assessment.
Lesson 10
Final Assessment
Improve Edit /25 Write
/5
/25

M

Assessments will be marked and results for the
three sections of Write, Improve and Edit will be
entered into the Teaching and Learning
instrument. An overall mark will be given for the
unit of work. The overall mark will be weighted 30
per cent to the Progressive Assessment and 70 per
cent to the Final Assessment. The overall
percentage will contribute to the students’ grades
for writing.
Missed assessment and/or absences

SA

If a student has been absent for some of the
assessments, they will be marked depending on
their level of attendance. Full marks can only be
given to students who have attended at least 70
per cent of the unit. Students who have attended
less than 70 per cent of the unit will have their
marks adjusted by their level of attendance.

Teacher feedback

GGSA welcomes teachers’ feedback, which is used
to help continuously improve lessons. All lesson
materials are reviewed annually.
At the end of each term, GGSA sends a survey to
every teacher delivering the program and invites
feedback on the program delivered that term.

Curriculum success criteria
The success of GGSA’s Writing Practice P-6
curriculum will be ascertained by students:

Introduction
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Lesson resource list
This table lists the resources required for each
lesson.

P.1
P.2
P.3
P.4

1

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

3

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

4

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Schoolsupplied
resources
Lesson PowerPoint, Student Glue, scissors,
Workbook, Student Handout, student
Instruction Guide,
whiteboards/
Assessment Teacher Guide, whiteboard
Progressive and Final
markers
Assessment
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers
Lesson PowerPoint,
English book
Instruction Guide,
(lined),
Assessment Teacher Guide, student
Progressive and Final
whiteboards/
Assessment
whiteboard
markers

PL
E

P

GGSA-provided resources

M

Unit

SA

Year

5

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

6

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Introduction
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Each slide focuses on a part of speech, vocabulary
or sentence structure that is identified for the
students. Model thinking aloud to deconstruct
these elements of the sentence. The sentence
features highlighted at this time will be the focus
of ‘We Do’ and ‘You Do’.

Writing Practice P–6
Year 4 Instruction Guide
Day 1: Write
Introduction

I Do: Read my sentences

The purpose of the ‘Write’ exercise is to develop
the grammar and punctuation of sentences.

Organisation before lesson
Resources that are standard for all lessons include:

PL
E

Student resources: pencils, erasers, pencil
sharpeners, glue, wooden ruler, English book
(lined to year level), personal whiteboards,
whiteboard markers.

Teacher resources: instruction guide,
presentations (PowerPoint), electronic
whiteboard, software, computer, whiteboard
markers, whiteboard or blackboard.

Opening the Lesson
Lesson Objective

We Do: Write our sentence

Have students rule up their books according to the
school bookwork policy. Ensure they write the
date and heading.
Allow five minutes for the ‘We Do’ section.

M

State the lesson’s objective. As a whole class, read
the objective. Briefly explain any key words.

Success Criteria

SA

Explain to students what they must do to achieve
success in today’s learning. Refer briefly to the
example provided to show students what they will
be able to do by the end of the lesson.

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

Read the description of the meaning of my
sentence. The aim is to provide a clear
understanding of the context, characters and
actions in the sentence before deconstructing the
structure, vocabulary and parts of speech.

I Do: Read my sentence
Read the sentence to the students.

I Do: Deconstruct my sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘I Do’ deconstruct
section.
Instruction Guide

Read the three example sentences aloud to
students. Model thinking out loud to make explicit
the grammatical patterns that will be the focus of
their writing in ‘We Do’ and ‘You Do’. Presenting
students with multiple examples allows time for
them to see and deduce the patterns present in all
sentences.

Work with students to brainstorm words to
complete the sentence. Working systematically
from the first idea, select three or four volunteers
to provide suggestions for each section and write
these on the board. Elaborate on students’ ideas
with synonyms and write them on the board.
Suggestions are included for teacher reference in
the notes section of the presentation. Write the
sentence on the board by selecting some of the
collaborative ideas. Have students copy the
sentence into their books.
Having appropriate vocabulary written on the
board scaffolds student success during
independent practice. This is especially effective
for students who require additional support in
writing.

You Do: Write your sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘You Do’ section.
Students independently construct a sentence
following the instructions provided. Students who
finish their work early should be encouraged to
reread and edit carefully.
Having appropriate vocabulary written on the
board scaffolds student success during
independent practice. This is especially effective
for students who require additional support in
writing.
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Reflect

I Do: Deconstruct my sentence

Students are organised into pairs. During the
reflect stage, have each student read their
sentence aloud to their partner. This provides
further opportunity for them to identify errors in
their writing and make improvements.

Day 2: Improve
Introduction

Organisation before lesson

Resources that are standard for all lessons include:
Student resources: pencils, erasers, pencil
sharpeners, glue, wooden ruler, English book
(lined to year level), personal whiteboards,
whiteboard markers.

Teacher resources: instruction guide,
presentations (PowerPoint), electronic
whiteboard, software, computer, whiteboard
markers, whiteboard or blackboard.

M

Opening the Lesson
Lesson Objective

SA

State the lesson’s objective. As a whole class, read
the objective. Briefly explain any key words.

Success Criteria

Explain to students what they must do to achieve
success in today’s learning. Refer briefly to the
example provided to show students what they will
be able to do by the end of the lesson.

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

Read the description of the meaning of my
sentence slide. The aim is to provide a clear
understanding of the context, characters and
actions in the sentence before deconstructing the
structure, vocabulary and parts of speech.

I Do: Read my sentence
Read the sentence to the students.
Instruction Guide

Model thinking aloud to deconstruct the sentence
and how it has been improved. This could include
the addition or substitution of words or phrases.
Where relevant, explain how word choice affects
the meaning, impact and tone of the sentence.
The sentence features highlighted at this time will
be the focus of ‘We Do’ and ‘You Do’.

I Do: Read my sentences
Read the three example sentences aloud to
students. Presenting students with multiple
examples allows time for them to see and deduce
the patterns present in all sentences.

PL
E

The purpose of the ‘Improve’ exercise is to
enhance sentences by adding ideas, extended
vocabulary and grammatical features.

Allow five minutes for the ‘I Do’ section.

We Do: Write our sentence

Have students rule up their books according to the
school bookwork policy. Ensure they write the
date and heading.
Allow approximately five minutes for the ‘We Do’
section.
Work with students to brainstorm words to
complete the sentence. Working systematically
from the first idea, select three or four volunteers
to provide suggestions for each section and write
these on the board. Elaborate on students’ ideas
with synonyms and write them on the board.
Suggestions are included for teacher reference in
the notes section of the presentation. Write the
sentence on the board by selecting some of the
collaborative ideas. Have students copy the
sentence into their books.
Having appropriate vocabulary written on the
board scaffolds student success during
independent practice. This is especially effective
for students who require additional support in
writing.

You Do: Write your sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘You Do’ section.
Students independently construct a sentence
following the instructions provided. Students who
finish their work early should be encouraged to
reread and edit carefully.
Having appropriate vocabulary written on the
board scaffolds student success during
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independent practice. This is especially effective
for students who require additional support in
writing.

Reflect
Students are organised into pairs. During the
reflect stage, each student will read their sentence
aloud to their partner. This provides further
opportunity for them to identify errors in their
writing and make improvements.

Editing is an essential yet often overlooked skill
when writing. This program seeks to make editing
explicit and methodical using the acronym CUPS.

Capitals: sentences, names, places, months, titles.
Usage: match nouns and verbs correctly.

Spelling: check all words. Use spelling rules.

The purpose of the ‘Edit’ exercise is to revise
sentences using the CUPS strategy.

M

Resources that are standard for all lessons include:
Student resources: Pencils, erasers, pencil
sharpeners, glue, wooden ruler, English book
(lined to year level), personal whiteboards,
whiteboard markers.

SA

Teacher resources: Instruction guide,
presentations (PowerPoint), electronic
whiteboard, software, computer, whiteboard
markers, whiteboard or blackboard.

Opening the Lesson
Lesson Objective

State the lesson’s objective. As a whole class, read
the objective. Briefly explain any key words.

Success Criteria
Explain to students what they must do to achieve
success in today’s learning. Refer briefly to the
example provided to show students what they will
be able to do by the end of the lesson.

Instruction Guide

Demonstrate to students how to whisper-read the
sentence aloud as a strategy to listen for errors.
Model thinking aloud to methodically edit the
sentence using the CUPS strategy.

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL
E

Introduction

Organisation before lesson

Allow five minutes for the ‘I Do’ section.

Have students rule up their books according to the
school bookwork policy. Ensure they write the
date and heading.

Day 3: Edit

Punctuation: . ? ! , ‘m’ …

I Do: Edit my sentence

Allow approximately five minutes for the ‘We Do’
section.
Have students write the sentence on their
personal whiteboards as it first appears on the
presentation without changing any errors.
Whisper-read the sentence aloud with students as
a strategy to listen for errors. Work with students
to edit the sentence using the CUPS strategy. They
erase and replace errors in the sentence on their
whiteboards while working with the teacher.
Select non-volunteers to answer questions. Do any
words need capital letters? Are any words used
incorrectly? Are all the punctuation marks
included and correct? Are any words spelled
incorrectly?

You Do: Edit your sentence
Allow five minutes for the ‘You Do’ section.
Dictate the sentence provided in the presentation
notes. This sentence should be dictated three
times. First listen to my sentence. Next, write the
sentence in your books. Lastly, read over your
sentence and check each word carefully. The
teacher then prompts the students to use CUPS to
edit the sentence.

Effective Feedback
Display the correctly written sentence for the
students. Encourage students to check their work
and fix any errors.

Reflect
Students are organised into pairs. During the
reflect stage, each student will read the sentence
aloud to their partner. This provides further
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SA

M

PL
E

opportunity for them to identify errors in their
writing and make improvements.

Instruction Guide
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Unit 4.1 Progressive Assessment

Unit 4.1 Progressive Assessment
[Lessons 1–5]
To write, improve and edit compound sentences
with action verbs.
To write, improve and edit sentences with abstract
nouns describing how a character feels about an
event.
To write, improve and edit compound sentences
with noun groups describing characters.
To write, improve and edit compound sentences
with noun groups describing settings.

Here are four words. Track with me. (Signal.)
because
and
although
so
Colour in the circle next to the word that
completes the sentence correctly.
Task 4. Track with me. (Signal.)
Which word completes this sentence correctly?
The something, chilly wind howled so James
sheltered in a rusty, abandoned shed.

Give students time to process and write down
their answers in between each item.

Here are four words. Track with me. (Signal.)

Part A - Write

peaceful

Task 1. Track with me. (Signal.)
Which is the correct sentence?

PL
E

To write, improve and edit complex sentences
describing the sounds a character can hear.

lovely
green

powerful

Felicia kick the ball and she chase it down the
field.

Felicia kick the ball and she chased it down the
field.

M

Felicia kicked the ball and she chased it down the
field.
Felicia kicked the ball and she chase it down the
field.

Colour in the circle next to the word that
completes the sentence correctly.
Task 5. Track with me. (Signal.)

Underline the sound in this sentence.

Across the road, Boipelo heard a shriek.
Draw a line under the sound word in this sentence.

Colour is the circle next to the correct sentence.

Part B - Improve

Which word completes this sentence correctly?

You will need to rewrite these sentences on the
lines below. Remember to check your work. Have
you included capital letters, correct spelling and
punctuation? Does your sentence make sense?

SA

Task 2. Track with me. (Signal.)

Ifiok felt something when he heard the claps of
thunder outside.
Here are four words. Track with me. (Signal.)
terrify

terrifyingly
terrifying

Task 1. Track with me. (Signal.)
Use a conjunction to join these two simple
sentences.

terrified

Ifiok lobbed the basketball. He jogged toward the
hoop.

Colour in the circle next to the word that
completes the sentence correctly.

Join those two simple sentences to make one
compound sentence.

Task 3. Track with me. (Signal.)
Which word completes this sentence correctly?

Task 2. Track with me. (Signal.)

Rebecca was a skilful skater something she
practiced.

Replace the abstract noun ‘proud’ in this
sentence.

Progressive Assessment Guide
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Rebecca felt proud when she scored two goals in
the soccer tournament.

Last, are all the words spelt correctly?

Replace the abstract noun ‘proud’ in this sentence.
Task 2. Track with me. (Signal.)
Task 3. Track with me. (Signal.)
Add two adjectives to complete the noun group
in this sentence.
Felicia was a _______, _______ artist because she
painted magnificently.
Add two adjectives to describe the noun artist.

Ifiok is a boy’s name from Africa.
ifiok felt afraid. He suddenly hear the claps of
thnder outside. (Signal.) ifiok felt afraid. He
suddenly hear the claps of thnder outside.
Join those two sentences to make one compound
sentence.

PL
E

Task 4. Track with me. (Signal.)

Make these sentences into one compound
sentence. Edit this sentence using CUPS.

Write a dependent clause to say when, where or
how ‘James heard a screech’.

Remember to check your work.
First, check for capital letters.

_________________, James heard a screech.

Next, does the sentence make sense?

Finish the sentence by writing when, where or
how.

Next, does the sentence have a full stop?

Task 5. Track with me. (Signal.)

Last, are all the words spelt correctly?
Task 3. Track with me. (Signal.)

Add two adjectives to complete the noun group
in this sentence.

M

The _______, _______ wind whistled through the
thick scrub so Boipelo sheltered in a dry, rocky
cave.

Change the verbs to past tense. Edit this sentence
using CUPS.
Boipelo is a girl’s name from Africa.

Add two adjectives to describe the noun wind.

boipelo lob the basketbal to her teammate and
she sprint toward the houp (Signal.) boipelo lob
the basketbal to her teammate and she sprint
toward the houp

Part C - Edit

Change the verbs to past tense in this sentence.

SA

In this part, we need to edit the sentences. Say the
sentence after me so we can check if it makes
sense.
Task 1. Track with me. (Signal.)

Make these sentences into one compound
sentence. Edit this sentence using CUPS.
James was a popular, respected leader. He
behaived humbly towards everywon. (Signal.)
James was a popular, respected leader. He
behaived humbly towards everywon.
Join those two sentences to make one compound
sentence.

Remember to check your work.
First, check for capital letters.
Next, does the sentence make sense?
Next, does the sentence have a full stop?
Last, are all the words spelt correctly?
Task 4. Track with me. (Signal.)
Add a comma between the pair of adjectives. Edit
this sentence using CUPS.

First, check for capital letters.

behynd the bush, felicia hear a low mencing
growl grumbling threateningly (Signal.) behynd
the bush, felicia hear a low mencing growl
grumbling threateningly

Next, does the sentence make sense?

Add a comma between the pair of adjectives.

Next, does the sentence have a full stop?

Remember to check your work.

Remember to check your work.

Progressive Assessment Guide
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Unit 4.1 Progressive Assessment
First, check for capital letters.
Next, does the sentence make sense?
Next, does the sentence have a full stop?
Last, are all the words spelt correctly?
Task 5. Track with me. (Signal.)
Add a comma between each pair of adjectives.
Edit this sentence using CUPS.

PL
E

the wyld, piercing wind howled so Rebecca
shelter in her warm cosy tant. (Signal.) the wyld,
piercing wind howled so Rebecca shelter in her
warm cosy tant.
Add a comma between each pair of adjectives.
Remember to check your work.
First, check for capital letters.

Next, does the sentence make sense?

Next, does the sentence have a full stop?

SA

M

Last, are all the words spelt correctly?

Progressive Assessment Guide
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Unit 4.1 Progressive Assessment

Answer Key
Tasks

Answers

Part A - Write

Task 1: Sentence 3 - Felicia kicked the ball and she chased it down the field.
Task 2: Word 4 - terrified
Task 3: Word 1 - because
Task 4: Word 4 - powerful
Task 5: shriek
Task 1: Ifiok lobbed the basketball and he jogged toward the hoop.
Task 2: Answers will vary: Rebecca felt (satisfied; delighted; overjoyed; great) when she scored two
goals in the soccer tournament.
Task 3: Answers will vary: Felicia was a (creative; talented; imaginative; skilled) artist because she
painted magnificently.
Task 4: Answers will vary: (At sunrise; Behind the house; In the distance) James heard a screech.
Task 5: Answers will vary: The (freezing; chilly; ferocious; wild; powerful; raging) wind whistled
through the thick scrub so Boipelo sheltered in a dry, rocky cave.
Task 1: James was a popular, respected leader because he behaved humbly towards everyone.
Task 2: Ifiok felt afraid when he suddenly heard the claps of thunder outside.
Task 3: Boipelo lobbed the basketball to her teammate and she sprinted toward the hoop.
Task 4: Behind the bush, Felicia heard a low, menacing growl grumbling threateningly.
Task 5: The wild, piercing wind howled so Rebecca sheltered in her warm, cosy tent.

SA

M

Part C - Edit

PL
E

Part B - Improve

Progressive Assessment
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Unit 4.1 Progressive Assessment

Progressive Assessment – Lessons 1–5

Part A - Write
Task 1

Date

Class

PL
E

Student Name

/1

Which is the correct sentence?

Felicia kick the ball and she chase it down the field.

Felicia kick the ball and she chased it down the field.

Felicia kicked the ball and she chased it down the field.
Felicia kicked the ball and she chase it down the field.
Task 2

/1

M

Which word completes this sentence correctly?

Ifiok felt ________ when he heard the claps of thunder outside.
terrify

terrifyingly

SA

terrifying
terrified

Task 3

/1

Which word completes this sentence correctly?
Rebecca was a skilful skater _______ she practiced.
because
and

although
so

Progressive Assessment
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Task 4

/5

Which word completes this sentence correctly?
The _________, chilly wind howled so James sheltered in a rusty, abandoned shed.
lovely
peaceful
green
powerful

Task 5

/5

PL
E

Underline the sound in this sentence.
Across the road, Boipelo heard a shriek.

Part B Improve
Task 1

/5

Use a conjunction to join these two simple sentences.

Task 2

M

Ifiok lobbed the basketball. He jogged toward the hoop.

/5

SA

Replace the abstract noun ‘proud’ in this sentence.

Rebecca felt proud when she scored two goals in the soccer tournament.

Task 3

/5

Add two adjectives to complete the noun group in this sentence.
Felicia was a _______, _______ artist because she painted magnificently.

Progressive Assessment
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Task 4

/5

Write a dependent clause to say when, where or how ‘James heard a screech’.
_________________, James heard a screech.

Task 5

/5

PL
E

Add two adjectives to complete the noun group in this sentence.

The _______, _______ wind whistled through the thick scrub so Boipelo sheltered in a dry, rocky cave.

Part C Edit
Task 1

/5

M

Make these sentences into one compound sentence. Edit this sentence using CUPS.

SA

James was a popular, respected leader. He behaived humbly towards everywon.

Task 2

/5

Make these sentences into one compound sentence. Edit this sentence using CUPS.
ifiok felt afraid. He suddenly hear the claps of thundr outside.

Task 3

/5

Change the verbs to past tense. Edit this sentence using CUPS.
boipelo lob the basketbal to her teammate and she sprint toward the houp

Progressive Assessment
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Task 4

/5

Add a comma between the pair of adjectives. Edit this sentence using CUPS.
behynd the bush, felicia hear a low mencing growl grumbling threateningly

Task 5

/5

Add a comma between each pair of adjectives. Edit this sentence using CUPS.

SA

M

PL
E

the wyld piercing wind howled so Rebecca shelter in her warm cosy tant.

Progressive Assessment
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E
PL

M

Oz-e-writing

SA

Writing Practice P-6
Unit 4.1: Lesson 1
143

E
PL
M
SA

Day 1: Write
Unit 4.1: Lesson 1

144

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To write compound sentences with action verbs.

Lesson 1

145

3

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you write compound
sentences with action verbs.

SA

M

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it down the field.

Lesson 1

146

4

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

PL

E

There is a girl called Felicia. She is playing a sport. This happened in the
past. First, Felicia kicked the ball. Next, she ran after the ball as it flew in
the air down the field.

SA

M

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it down the
field.

Lesson 1

147

5

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it down the
field.

Lesson 1

148

6

I Do: Identify the action verbs

Action verb

PL

E

Past tense action verbs describing how the character moved.

Action verb

SA

M

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it down the field.

Lesson 1

149

7

I Do: Identify the pronoun

PL

E

Pronoun replacing the noun ball to reduce repetition.

Pronoun

SA

M

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it down the field.

Lesson 1

150

8

I Do: Identify a compound sentence

Independent clause

PL

E

Is it a compound sentence?
Identify the independent clauses and the conjunction.

Conjunction

Independent clause

SA

M

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it down the field.

Lesson 1

151

9

I Do: Identify a compound sentence

and

She chased it down
the field

M

Felicia booted the
ball.

PL

E

This is a compound sentence.
A compound sentence has two simple sentences joined with a conjunction.

SA

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it down the field.

Lesson 1

152

10

I Do: Read my sentences
Action verb

PL

E

Action verb

Felicia booted the soccer ball and she pursued it
toward the goal.

M

Felicia lobbed the basketball and she sprinted toward
the hoop.

SA

Felicia punted the football and she darted toward the
goal line.

Lesson 1

153

11

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 1

154

12

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

What is the character’s name?
How did they move the ball? Synonyms for the action verb booted.

Felicia booted the ball

SA

M

_____ ______ the ball

Lesson 1

155

13

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

How did they move toward the ball? Synonyms for the action verb chased.
Choose the correct pronoun he/she.

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it

SA

M

_____ ______ the ball and she/he _______ it

Lesson 1

156

14

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

Finish the second independent clause. Where did they chase the ball?

Felicia booted the ball and she chased it down the
field.

SA

M

_____ ______ the ball and she/he _______ it _______.

Lesson 1

157

15

You Do: Write your sentence

PL

E

What is the character’s name?
How did they move the ball? Synonyms for the action verb booted.
How did they move toward the ball? Synonyms for the action verb chased.
Finish the second independent clause. Where did they chase the ball?

SA

M

_____ ______ the ball and she/he _______ it _______.

Lesson 1

158

16

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 1

159

17

E
PL
M
SA

Day 2: Improve
Unit 4.1: Lesson 1

160

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To improve compound sentences with action verbs.

Lesson 1

161

19

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you can improve compound
sentences with action verbs.

SA

M

Felicia lobbed the basketball to her teammate and she
sprinted toward the hoop.

Lesson 1

162

20

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

PL

E

There is a girl called Felicia. She is playing a basketball. This happened in
the past. First, Felicia threw the ball to a person on her team. Next, she
quickly ran toward the basketball hoop.

SA

M

Felicia lobbed the basketball to her teammate and she
sprinted toward the hoop.

Lesson 1

163

21

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

Felicia lobbed the basketball to her teammate and she
sprinted toward the hoop.

Lesson 1

164

22

I Do: Identify action verbs

Action Verb

PL

E

Past tense action verbs describing how the character moved.

SA

M

Felicia lobbed the basketball to her teammate and she
sprinted toward the hoop.
Action Verb

Lesson 1

165

23

I Do: Identify information about where

PL

E

Improve the sentence by adding information about where the ball was
lobbed.

Where

SA

M

Felicia lobbed the basketball to her teammate and she
sprinted toward the hoop.

Lesson 1

166

24

I Do: Identify the sentence type

PL

E

Is it a compound sentence?
Identify the independent clauses and the conjunction.

Independent clause

Conjunction

SA

M

Felicia lobbed the basketball to her teammate and
she sprinted toward the hoop.
Independent clause

Lesson 1

167

25

I Do: Read my sentences
Action verb

E

Action verb

PL

Felicia flung the frisbee to her friend and she bolted across the
field.

M

Felicia punted the football between the players and she darted
toward the goal line.

SA

Felicia tossed the basketball to Lenora and she jogged toward
the hoop.

Lesson 1

168

26

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 1

169

27

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

What is the character’s name?
How did they move the ball? Synonyms for the action verb lobbed.
What type of ball was it?

Felicia lobbed the basketball

SA

M

_____ ______ the _______ ball

Lesson 1

170

28

PL

Where was the ball lobbed?

E

We Do: Write our sentence

Felicia lobbed the basketball to her teammate

SA

M

_____ ______ the _______ ball to ________________

Lesson 1

171

29

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

Finish the second independent clause.
How did they move toward the ball? Synonyms for the action verb sprinted.
Where did the character move toward?

M

Felicia lobbed the basketball to her teammate
and she sprinted toward the hoop.

SA

_____ ______ the _______ ball to ________________
and she/he ________ toward the _________.

Lesson 1

172

30

You Do: Write your sentence

PL

E

What is the character’s name?
How did they move the ball? Synonyms for the action verb lobbed.
What type of ball was it? Where was the ball lobbed?
How did they move toward the ball? Synonyms for the action verb sprinted.
Where did the character move toward?

SA

M

_____ ______ the _______ ball to ________________
and she/he ________ toward the _________.

Lesson 1

173

31

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 1

174

32

E
PL
M
SA

Day 3: Edit

Unit 4.1: Lesson 1

175

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To edit compound sentences with action verbs.

Lesson 1

176

34

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you can edit compound
sentences with action verbs.

M

felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
dart toward the goal line

SA

Felicia punted the football between the players and she
darted toward the goal line.

Lesson 1

177

35

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
dart toward the goal line

Lesson 1

178

36

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
dart toward the goal line

SA

M

Felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
dart toward the goal line

Lesson 1

179

37

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

Felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
dart toward the goal line

SA

M

Felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
darted toward the goal line

Lesson 1

180

38

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

Felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
darted toward the goal line

SA

M

Felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
darted toward the goal line.

Lesson 1

181

39

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

Felicia punted the fotball between the playas and she
darted toward the goal line.

SA

M

Felicia punted the football between the players and
she darted toward the goal line.

Lesson 1

182

40

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 1

183

41

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

Felicia tosed the basketball to lenora and she jog
toward the hop

SA

M

Felicia tosed the basketball to Lenora and she jog
toward the hop

Lesson 1

184

42

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

Felicia tosed the basketball to Lenora and she jog
toward the hop

SA

M

Felicia tosed the basketball to Lenora and she jogged
toward the hop

Lesson 1

185

43

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

Felicia tosed the basketball to Lenora and she jogged
toward the hop

SA

M

Felicia tosed the basketball to Lenora and she jogged
toward the hop.

Lesson 1

186

44

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

Felicia tosed the basketball to Lenora and she jogged
toward the hop.

SA

M

Felicia tossed the basketball to Lenora and she jogged
toward the hoop.

Lesson 1

187

45

SA

M

PL

Listen to this sentence.
Write it in your workbook.
Use CUPS to edit your sentence

E

You Do: Edit your sentence

Lesson 1

188

46

PL

E

Effective feedback

SA

M

Felicia kicked the football to Lenora and she bolted
toward the try line.

Lesson 1

189

47

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 1

190

48

E
PL
M
SA

Day 1: Write
Unit 4.1: Lesson 5

191

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To write complex sentences describing the sounds a
character can hear.

Lesson 5

192

3

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you write complex sentences
describing the sounds a character can hear.

SA

M

In the darkness, Boipelo heard a growl.

Lesson 5

193

4

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

PL

E

There is a girl called Boipelo. She is outside and it is night time. She heard
something growling. This happened in the past.

SA

M

In the darkness, Boipelo heard a growl.

Lesson 5

194

5

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

In the darkness, Boipelo heard a growl.

Lesson 5

195

6

I Do: Identify a complex sentence

Independent clause

M

Dependent clause

PL

E

Is it a complex sentence?
Identify the independent and dependent clauses.
The independent clause stands alone as a unit of meaning. The dependent
clause does not.

SA

In the darkness, Boipelo heard a growl.

Lesson 5

196

7

I Do: Identify a complex sentence

Independent clause

M

Dependent clause

PL

E

The dependent clause tells us when, where or how.
This dependent clauses tells us where it happened. This is the setting.

SA

In the darkness, Boipelo heard a growl.

Lesson 5

197

8

I Do: Identify the subject and verb

PL

E

Boipelo is the subject of this sentence.
The subject of the verb is a person, or animal, doing the action.
What is the action? Heard.

Verb

M

Subject

SA

In the darkness, Boipelo heard a growl.

Lesson 5

198

9

I Do: Identify the object

PL

E

What sound did Boipelo hear? A growl.
The details that come after the verb are called the object of the verb.

M

Object

SA

In the darkness, Boipelo heard a growl.

Lesson 5

199

10

I Do: Read my sentences

E

Independent clause

PL

Dependent clause

Across the road, Boipelo heard a screech.

M

In the distance, Boipelo heard an engine.

SA

Throughout the night, Boipelo heard claps of thunder.

Lesson 5

200

11

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 5

201

12

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

When, where or how did the event take place? (dependent clause)
What did Boipelo hear? (a noun)

In the darkness, Boipelo heard a growl.

SA

M

_______________, Boipelo heard _____________.

Lesson 5

202

13

You Do: Write your sentence

PL

E

When, where or how did the event take place? (dependent clause)
What did Boipelo hear? (a noun)

SA

M

_______________, Boipelo heard _____________.

Lesson 5

203

14

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 5

204

15

E
PL
M
SA

Day 2: Improve
Unit 4.1: Lesson 5

205

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To improve complex sentences describing the sounds a
character can hear.

Lesson 5

206

17

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you write complex sentences
describing the sounds a character can hear.

SA

M

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.

Lesson 5

207

18

I Do: Meaning of my sentence

PL

E

There is a girl called Boipelo. She heard a vehicle with a loud, powerful
engine. The sound of the vehicle came from behind the house. The vehicle
was running slowly while not moving. This happened in the past.

SA

M

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.

Lesson 5

208

19

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.

Lesson 5

209

20

I Do: Identify a complex sentence

Independent clause

M

Dependent clause

PL

E

Is it a complex sentence?
Identify the independent and dependent clauses.
The independent clause stands alone as a unit of meaning. The dependent
clause does not.

SA

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.

Lesson 5

210

21

I Do: Identify a complex sentence

Independent clause

M

Dependent clause

PL

E

The dependent clause tells us when, where or how.
This dependent clauses tells us where it happened. This is the setting.

SA

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.

Lesson 5

211

22

I Do: Identify word meaning

PL

E

Engine idling means it is running slowly while not moving.

SA

M

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.

Lesson 5

212

23

I Do: Identify noun group

PL

E

The purpose of the noun group in this sentence is to describe the engine.
A, Powerful and rumbling are adjectives that describe the engine.

Noun group

SA

M

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.

Lesson 5

213

24

I Do: Identify the adverb

PL

E

How did the engine idle? Loudly.
Loudly is an adverb that describes how the engine idled.
Adverbs add to the verb. They say how, when and where the action takes
place.

SA

M

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.
Verb

Lesson 5

Adverb

214

25

E

I Do: Read my sentences

PL

Noun group

Adverb

M

Across the road, Boipelo heard a shrill, blood-curdling screech
echoing eerily.

SA

Behind the bush, Boipelo heard a low, menacing growl
grumbling threateningly.
Throughout the night, Boipelo heard muffled, distant claps of
thunder rumbling rhythmically.
Lesson 5

215

26

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 5

216

27

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

When, where or how did the event take place? (dependent clause)
Write a noun group with two adjectives to describe the sound.

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine

SA

M

_______________, Boipelo heard a _______, ________
________

Lesson 5

217

28

We Do: Write our sentence

PL

E

Finish the independent clause (verb and adverb).

Behind the house, Boipelo heard a powerful, rumbling
engine idling loudly.

SA

M

_______________, Boipelo heard a _______, ________
________ ___________________.

Lesson 5

218

29

You Do: Write your sentence

PL

E

When, where or how did the event take place? (dependent clause)
Write a noun group with two adjectives to describe the sound.
Finish the independent clause (verb and adverb).

SA

M

_______________, Boipelo heard a _______, ________
________ ___________________.

Lesson 5

219

30

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 5

220

31

E
PL
M
SA

Day 3: Edit

Unit 4.1: Lesson 5

221

Lesson Objective

SA

M

PL

E

To edit complex sentences describing the sounds a
character can hear.

Lesson 5

222

33

Success Criteria

PL

E

You will be successful when you can edit complex
sentences describing the sounds a character can hear.

M

boipelo hear a low menasing growl coming from behind
the dark bushs

SA

Boipelo heard a low, menacing growl coming from
behind the dark bushes.

Lesson 5

223

34

E

I Do: Read my sentence

SA

M

PL

boipelo hear a low menasing growl coming from
behind the dark bushs

Lesson 5

224

35

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

boipelo hear a low menasing growl coming from
behind the dark bushs

SA

M

Boipelo hear a low menasing growl coming from
behind the dark bushs

Lesson 5

225

36

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

Boipelo hear a low menasing growl coming from
behind the dark bushs

SA

M

Boipelo heard a low menasing growl coming from
behind the dark bushs

Lesson 5

226

37

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

Boipelo heard a low menasing growl coming from
behind the dark bushs

SA

M

Boipelo heard a low, menasing growl coming from
behind the dark bushs.

Lesson 5

227

38

I Do: Edit my sentence

PL

E

Boipelo heard a low, menasing growl coming from
behind the dark bushs.

SA

M

Boipelo heard a low, menacing growl coming from
behind the dark bushes.

Lesson 5

228

39

Writing Practice

SA

M

PL

Date

E

We Do: Let’s prepare our book

Lesson 5

229

40

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

boipelo hear the deafning claps of thunda followd by
the desprate yelping of dogs

SA

M

Boipelo hear the deafning claps of thunda followd by
the desprate yelping of dogs

Lesson 5

230

41

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

Boipelo hear the deafning claps of thunda followd by
the desprate yelping of dogs

SA

M

Boipelo heard the deafning claps of thunda followd by
the desprate yelping of dogs

Lesson 5

231

42

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

Boipelo heard the deafning claps of thunda followd by
the desprate yelping of dogs

SA

M

Boipelo heard the deafning claps of thunda, followd by
the desprate yelping of dogs.

Lesson 5

232

43

We Do: Edit our sentence

PL

E

Boipelo heard the deafning claps of thunda, followd by
the desprate yelping of dogs.

SA

M

Boipelo heard the deafening claps of thunder,
followed by the desperate yelping of dogs.

Lesson 5

233

44

SA

M

PL

Listen to this sentence.
Write it in your workbook.
Use CUPS to edit your sentence

E

You Do: Edit your sentence

Lesson 5

234

45

PL

E

Effective feedback

SA

M

In the distance, Boipelo heard the soft, spooky howl of
wolves.

Lesson 5

235

46

SA

M

PL

Person 1 shares their sentence first.
Person 2 shares their sentence second.

E

Reflect: Share with your partner

Lesson 5

236

47

237

PL
E

M

SA
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